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Ion cyclotron heating by the magnetosonic wave is a widely used supplementary 
heating method in present day tokamaks. Good heating efficiency has been achieved, 
at least in larger devices [1 , 2\, generally with most of the rf power deposited in the 
central region of t he plasma. A common feature of the experiments has however been 
the product ion of a large amount of impurities. Although the precise mechanism of 
impurity production is not yet well understood, it must be related to the fraction of 
the rf power absorbed close to the wall, which may in turn be a consequence of the 
high rf fie lds close to the antenna. As t.':le contro l of impurity production is crucial in 
all ICRF heating experiments, and the quantitative evaluation of the rf field profiles 
is an important tool in understanding the problem, the large number of numerical 
investigations that have been performed [3 - 6] is justi fied. 

We consider here the case of minority heating of an axisymmetric toroidal plasma of 
circular cross-section. We neglect finite Larmor radius and electron inertia effects but 
take into account finite parallel temperature vit of the minor ity ions. We approximate 
the toroidal plasma. by a straight plasma cylinder and require all quantit ies to be 
periodic in z with period 211" R where z is the toroidal coordinate and R the major 
radius. We assume further: 

(1) 

a) B = e.Bo(1 - rl RcosO) + e,BorlqR 

b) n , (r) = n,(Oli1 - (r ls) '] for 0 ~ r ~ p 

n,(r) = n,(p)e - ('-p) !, fo r p ~ r ~ 5 

c) E(r.O.z) = LEm(r) oexp]i(mO +N.p - wt) ]' 
m 

.p = zl R 

We consider a deuterium plasma with a minority of hydrogen ions. We introduce 
rotating coordinates for the perpendicular components of the electric field: E~ = 
Er ± iE{1 where E{ ~ E8 - (rjqR)Ez, so that, neglecting terms of order rjR with 
respect to unity, we can write the plasma currents Jp in the form 

(2) " 
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where j = 41fiwJ;,jc 2
• OJ = gjBo/mjc is the ion cyclotron frequency at r = 0 

and ITj = V47rQ;nj/mj is the ion plasma frequency. If electron inertia is neglected, 

it follows that "11 ~ 00, so that Ell" 0, E.,. -(r/qR)E. and E," E •. 
An expression for u;!;,n has been evaluated in [7,81 . Note that the expression found 

in [7] is correct in spite of what is affirmed in [8 ]. It is indeed easy to see that both 
eq. (2.14) and eq. (2.15) of [8] have the same singularities associated with zeros of their 
denominator i.e., [.6.w/(wci€tll~ll /u + Po = m + p. We use here a simpler expression 

valid when collisions are sufficiently high, i.e. v » v l~h /qR. From [9 1 we have for 
W=flH: 

(3) 

where I' = (r /PII )' / [N + (m + n) / (2q)[' and PII = " 11" / flH. From eq. (3) it is clear 
that, even in the case when kll = (N + n/q) / R --+ 0, the plasma current J+ remains 

limited: IJ+I:S(llj, /c')[Rf(INPIII + JrPII/q)[lE+1 
We assume a perfectly conducting wall at a radius r = w, and an antenna at r = s 

approximated by a sheet current distribution: Ju:.t = J=(O) 5(r - s) expli(Nr/J - wt)J 
with J =(O) = J: for 00 - t::. S 0 ~ 00 + 6. and zero otherwise. 

We have integrated Maxwell's equations numerically for several va lues of the 
toroidal mode number . To this purpose the plasma radius was divided into M su bin
tervals and a Runge-Kutta method used to integrate Maxwell's equations in each 
subinterval. The M free constants which arise in this way were eliminated by using 
the boundary conditions at r = s. Note th2.t this method tends towards equivalence 
with the finite element method as 1'Y/ becomes large. It has however the advantage that 
the integration step length adjusts itself independently of M, which can therefore be 
kept relatively small. The integration time increases as the cube of the number m of 
poloidal harmonics taken into account , which can be a major limitation of the method 
when applied to a large device. One can estimate roughly the number of poloidal har
monics required to correct ly describe the fields in large devices. From eq. (3) we have 
for I'::P Im - n[, 

(4) 
Rll' [ 1f (m-n)'( n m-n)'(PIl)'] + i---'i exp i lm-nl-- -- N+-+-- -
r c2 2 2 q 2q r 

so that m must be larger than 2/[ INPIlI/r+ JPII/(qr) I. 
The following parameters, appropriate to ASDEX, have been chosen: R = 165 cm, 

w=50cm, s= 45cffi, p=35cffi, B o =2.5T, q=2, n~(O)=5 x 1013cm-3, 
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nH / nD := 0.03, TH = 2. keY. The spatial distribution of the rf fields has been evaluated 
for several values of the toroidal modenumber N, and 80 = 0, 6. = 7r/4 which 
corresponds to low field side coupling. To avoid too large field gradients close to the 
ion-ion hybrid resonance layer, a small collisional damping w = OH + iv has been 
introduced, where v = vtl' /OH. Fig, (la) for N = 0 and Fig. (lb) for N = 20 

show the radial dependence of J~1f' P(r, 8)dO where P{r,8) is: (i) the total rf power 
absorbed by the plasma per unit volume, lii) the rf power absorbed by the minority 
ions via cyclotron damping, (iii) the rf power absorbed by the majority deuterium ions 
via second harmonic cyclotron damping. Note that we have assumed the deuterium 
ions to be cold so that the rf power absorbed by deuterium has been evaluated non 
se lf-consistently assuming a posteriori TD = TH . For this reason the total power 
absorpt ion given in (i) consists only of fundamental cyclotron damping and collisional 
damping. The units are arbitrary but the value of J:" was the same in both cases. The 
total rf power coupled to the plasma in the case N = 0 is approximately eight times 
greater than in the case N = 20 which is in qualitative agreement with experiment 
[10). Note however that in the case N = 0 most of the rf power is absorbed via mode 
conversion (in our case simulated by collisional damping) while the rr power directly 
absorbed by the minority ions via cyclotron damping is in both cases of the same order 
of magnitude. 
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Fig. l-Radial dependence of rf power absorbed per unit volume for (a) N = 0, (b) 
N = 20: total (solid line), W,H damping (do.ted line), 2W,D damping (dashed line). 

Fig. (2a) for N = 0 and Fig. (2b) for N = 20 show the distributionoflE+(r,O)1 
over the minor cross-section. The units are again arbitrary but the total rr power 
absorbed is the same in both cases. It is clear that in the case N = 20 (k,p = 
0.12 cm-I) the electromagnetic fields are higher close to the antenna (thi::; effect is 
even more accentuated for larger values of N). For this reason one would expect less 
impurity production close to the antenna in the N = 0 case which would be in 
disagreement with exper imental evidence [10) if the majority of the impurities were 
produced close to the antenna. 
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Fig. 2-Distribution ofIE+(r,O)1 over a minor cross- section for (a) N = 0, (b) N = 20. 
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